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2013 Promotion and Tenure 
 
• Dr. Mohammad Khalid Ashfaq was promoted to Principal Scientist, National Center for 
Natural Products Research 
• Dr. Adnan Aydin was promoted to Professor of Geology 
• Mr. Michael A. Barnett was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Lighting 
Design 
• Dr. Dennis A. Bunch was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Leadership 
and Counselor Education 
• Ms. Allison Paige Burkette was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
Modern Languages 
• Dr. Felice A. Coles was promoted to Professor of Modern Languages 
• Mr. Benjamin P. Cooper was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Law 
• Dr. Ellen Joan Foster was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Curriculum 
and Instruction 
• Mr. Tommy G. Franklin was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Fiction 
Writing 
• Dr. John C. Garner was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Exercise 
Science 
• Ms. Judy K. Greenwood was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor and is 
Head of Interlibrary Loan 
• Mr. Danny Hall was promoted to Senior Lecturer in Legal Studies 
• Dr. Nathan I. Hammer was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Chemistry 
and Biochemistry 
• Dr. Jason Dale Hoeksema was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
Biology 
• Mr. Philip R. Jackson was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Art 
• Dr. Carl Julius Jensen III was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
Criminal Justice and is Director of the Center for Intelligence & Security Studies 
• Mr. Jeffery Johnson was promoted to Lecturer in Criminal Justice 
• Dr. Linda Denise Keena was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Criminal 
Justice 
• Dr. Shabana I. Khan was promoted to Principal Scientist, National Center for Natural 
Products Research 
• Dr. Amy E. Mark was promoted to Professor and is Head of Instruction and Information 
Literacy Librarian  
• Dr. Mustafa Muhammad Matalgah was promoted to Professor of Electrical Engineering 
• Dr. Christopher R. McCurdy was promoted to Professor of Medicinal Chemistry & 
Pharmacology, Research Professor in the Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences and 
is Co-Director of COBRE Core-NPN/Administrative Core 
• Mr. Robert E. Mongue was granted tenure and was promoted to Associate Professor of Legal 
Studies 
• Mr. Christopher John Offutt was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
English 
• Dr. Susan Diane Pedigo was promoted to Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry 
• Dr. Susan Kaye Pepper was promoted to Professor of Curriculum and Instruction and is  
Director of Assessment 
• Dr. Anne H. Quinney was promoted to Professor of Modern Languages 
• Dr. Peter P. Reed was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of English 
• Dr. Daniel M. Riche was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Pharmacy 
Practice 
• Dr. David J. Rutherford was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Public 
Policy Leadership 
• Ms. Jill Shannon Shaw was promoted to Lecturer in Social Work 
• Dr. Sandra M. Spiroff was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
Mathematics 
• Dr. Donna Sue West Strum was promoted to Professor of Pharmacy Administration and 
Research Professor in the Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences and is Chair 
• Dr. Cristiane Januzzi Queiroz Surbeck was granted tenure and promoted to Associate 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
• Dr. Gregory S. Tschumper was promoted to Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry 
• Dr. Melinda Wells Valliant was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor and is 
Director of Nutrition & Hospitality Management's Coordinated Programs  
• Dr. Douglas W. Vorhies was promoted to Professor of Marketing and is Holder of the Morris 
Lewis Lectureship and MBA Program Director 
• Dr. Joseph P. Ward was promoted to Professor of History and is Chair 
• Dr. Tamara J. Warhol was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Modern 
Languages 
• Dr. Eric T. Weber was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Public Policy 
Leadership 
• Dr. Kristine L. Willett was promoted to Professor of Pharmacology and Research Professor 
in the Research Institute for Pharmaceutical Sciences 
• Dr. Kelly Gene Wilson was promoted to Professor of Psychology 
• Dr. Jonathan Cole Winburn was granted tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of 
Political Science and is Director of Social Science Research Laboratory 
• Dr. Weiming Wu was promoted to Research Professor, National Center for Computational 
Hydroscience and Engineering 
• Dr. Alexander Yakovlev was promoted to Professor of Electrical Engineering 
• Dr. Jianping Zhao was promoted to Research Scientist, National Center for Natural Products 
Research 
 
If you have inquiries related to this announcement, please contact provost@olemiss.edu. 
